**FY20 Standing Courses (CNP-funded / Open Enrollment)**

**Navy Senior Leader Seminar** (Individual O-6/GS-15/CMC & post-command O-5)
- NSLS 29 Oct-7 Nov 2019 NPS
- NSLS 28 Jan-6 Feb 2020 NPS
- NSLS 17-26 Mar 2020 NPS
- NSLS 14-23 Apr 2020 NPS
- NSLS 2-11 Jun 2020 NPS
- NSLS 14-23 Jul 2020 NPS
- NSLS 18-27 Aug 2020 NPS

**Strategic Planning for Execution: Assessment and Risk Workshop** (Small Teams led by Navy Senior Leader)
- SPEAR 19-21 Nov 2019 NPS
- SPEAR 25-27 Feb 2020 Hawaii
- SPEAR 19-21 May 2020 Wash DC
- SPEAR 1-3 Sep 2020 Wash DC

**Strategic Communication Workshop** (Small Teams led by Navy Senior Leader)
- SCW 11-13 Feb 2020 Naval Postgraduate School
- SCW 7-9 Apr 2020 Wash DC
- SCW 23-25 Jun 2020 Naval Postgraduate School
- SCW 11-13 Aug 2020 Wash DC

**FY20 On-Demand Courses (Command-funded / Date & Locations TBD)**

C+SALT: Commander + Strategically Aligned Leadership Team (Flags & Staff)
CODEX: Customized On-Demand Education for Executives (Flag/O-6 Development)

LCSS: Leadership and Communication program for Senior Supervisors (GS13-15/O-5/E7-9)
- Next offering: January 13-16, 2020